
  
 

 
 

 

 

Financial Times Executive Education 2019 ranking: 

EDHEC enters the world top 10 for Custom programmes for 

individual companies 

 

  

Press release 

 

 

Paris, 3 June 2019 – EDHEC Business School confirms its growing global status in the 

Financial Times Executive Education 2019 ranking published today. After rising 17 

places from the previous year, EDHEC joins the world top 10 for Custom 

Programmes designed for specific companies.    

 

This strong gain also lifts EDHEC 13 places to 18th worldwide in the combined ranking 

covering both Custom Programmes (designed for specific companies) and Open 

Programmes (inter-company programmes for top managers). EDHEC also ranks among the 

top three French business schools worldwide on the two types of programmes assessed.  

 

EDHEC’s 10th place ranking worldwide for Custom Programmes this year underscores its 

focus on providing tuition and research of true practical use to companies and the 

business world as a whole. 

 

EDHEC obtains its best scores on the following criteria: campus & facilities (2nd worldwide), 

new skills and learning (3rd worldwide), customer support, preparation and follow-up (5th 

worldwide).  

 

“We are very proud of this progress in the Financial Times ranking and the recognition it means 

for our close ties with businesses. In today’s digitalizing world, EDHEC’s Executive Education 

programmes give managers and senior executives the tools they need to make the best 

decisions in a complex and fast-changing world”, comments Stéphane Canonne, Associate 

Dean, Executive Education and MBAs at EDHEC Business School.  
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Angèle Pellicier 
angele.pellicier@edhec.edu  
+33 (0)1 53 32 87 67 /+33 (0)6 68 11 39 04 
 
 
About EDHEC BUSINESS SCHOOL 

 
Founded in 1906, EDHEC is now one of Europe’s top 15 business schools i. Based in Lille, Nice, Paris, 

London and Singapore, and counting over 90 nationalities on its campuses, EDHEC is a fully 

international school directly connected to the business world. With over 40,000 graduates in 120 

countries, it trains committed managers capable of dealing with the challenges of a fast-evolving 

world.    

Harnessing its core values of excellence, innovation and entrepreneurial spirit, EDHEC has developed 

a strategic model founded on research of true practical use to society, businesses and students, and 

which is particularly evident in the work of EDHEC-Risk Institute and Scientific Beta. 

The School functions as a genuine laboratory of ideas and plays a pioneering role in the field of digital 

education via EDHEC Online, the first fully online degree-level training platform.  

These various components make EDHEC a centre of knowledge, experience and diversity, geared to 

preparing new generations of managers to excel in a world subject to transformational change.  

EDHEC in figures: 8,600 students in academic education, 19 degree programmes ranging from 
bachelor to PhD level, 184 professors and researchers, 11 specialist research centres.  

 

For more information www.edhec.edu 

i FT EBS 2018 ranking 
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